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The public health problems of Lower Canada were intensified by the waves of emigration that reached North America in the 1830s. In 1831, fifty thousand emigrants Geoffrey Bilson First epidemic ofAsiatic Cholera in Lower Canada, 1832 had travelled along the St. Lawrence, and seventy or eighty thousand were said to be coming in 1832.4 In a year, more passengers landed in Lower Canada than in London and they strained the resources of the communities almost to the breaking point. In June of 1832, 10,599 emigrants landed in Quebec and the rate of arrivals varied between 600 and 10,000 a week through that summer." The emigrants jammed the houses, filled the sheds built for them, and spilled out over the beaches, the streets, and into the fields where they camped and, in some cases, died. Emigration was a contentious issue in the politics of Lower Canada as it raised economic and racial fears. The Quebec Emigrant Society, a private charitable group, claimed that the province could not support the level of emigration that was occurring, and that emigrants would find themselves unwelcome, unemployed, and destitute in a "Country, where their language is not understood, and exposed to the severities of a Canadian climate." The Chief Emigrant Agent, Mr. A. C. Buchanan, denied the charges, claiming that they were politically inspired by French Canadians, who wanted to end British immigration, and by others who were opposed to Irish immigration. Buchanan believed that the prospects for emigrants were good provided that they were left to fend for themselves and not lulled into laziness by misdirected charitable efforts like those of the Emigrant Society.7 He was right in emphasizing the ability of most emigrants to look after themselves, but each year brought its wave of exhausted, sick, and destitute migrants who could not do so. One newspaper remarked that "the effect of the transient emigration on the permanent inhabitants of Lower Canada ... has been similar to the passage of an immense army, much exposed and ill-supplied, and leaving the inhabitants to take care of and provide for the sick, wounded and disabled, and bury their dead."8 The problems were real enough, and the British government suggested that an act be passed in Canada levying a tax of five shillings a head on emigrants to provide a fund for the support of sick emigrants and to meet the costs of forwarding the indigent to Upper Canada. The tax was imposed over the objections of those who saw it as a device to hinder British immigration.' In 1832, the debate on immigration was intensified by the fear that there was some connexion between the emigrant traffic and Asiatic cholera.
The Canadian society that had to meet the first cholera epidemic was deeply divided and tension ridden. Conflict between religious groups and racial groups was commonplace; tension between the executive of the governor-in-chief Lord summer. No-one made a direct link between the political disturbances and the tension people endured as they waited for the cholera, but it may have played a part in the events of May, the month in which the first immigrants of the season began to arrive. For months past, the press had been printing accounts of the progress of the disease across Western Europe, its arrival in England, and had been speculating on whether it would break out in Canada. To meet that expectation the Legislative Assembly of Lower Canada passed a new Quarantine and Public Health Act in 1832 and preparations began against the disease. Not content to rely on the laws of man, the governor accepted the suggestion of the bishop of Quebec, and proclaimed 4 May 1832 as a day of humiliation "to avert the judgement earned by our sins."10 The sense that something dreadful was about to happen pervaded the province. There were many doctors who said that cholera could erupt in Canada even before ships arrived from Britain,11 and when news reached Quebec and Montreal of a highly fatal disease that had broken out at Lundy's Lane in Upper Canada people assumed that it was cholera. The press appealed for calm and published official denials that the disease was cholera.12 The level of panic whencholera finally did break out is a further indication of how greatly dreaded it had been.
PREARATIONS AND QUARANTINE
In the last months of 1831 and the first months of 1832, Lord Aylmer and the Executive Council had kept a close watch on the progress of cholera. Reports in the press and official despatches from the British government kept Aylmer informed of the precautions being taken against cholera by establishing quarantine and setting up Boards of Health.13 When Aylmer read of the outbreak of cholera in England he asked the Executive Council to recommend action. On their advice he ordered that a temporary quarantine be established at the mouth of the St. Charles river to deal with vessels coming before the end of the navigation season in 1831.14 Aylmer then turned to the local medical profession and asked the Quebec Medical Board to make recommendations on public health measures.16
The medical profession of Lower Canada was not well placed to offer clear leadership to the community in 1832. There were doctors in Lower Canada who had personal experience with the disease during service with the British army in India, but doctors in Lower Canada, like medical men elsewhere, could not agree on the nature of the disease, about whether or not it was contagious or about the treatment to be used. Public confidence in doctors, reduced by their professional disagreements, was further eroded by their pretensions to professional standing. Under the terms of an act of 1831, practitioners of medicine were attempting to make a profession of medicine by restricting entry to their ranks and by raising educational barriers to entry to the study of medicine. These efforts were dividing the doctors and in Montreal 1029 March 1832, 4 April 1832, C.O. 42/237.
First epidemic of Asiatic Cholera in Lower Canada, 1832 there was a split between a group of English doctors teaching medicine at McGill and the French doctors in the city. The French doctors believed that the McGill group was trying to impose conditions for entry into the practice of medicine which were insulting to the training and skill of the French.16 Despite their internal feuds, doctors were able to draw together if they felt that their newborn professional status was threatened by laymen, and during the epidemic there were to be some incidents between Boards of Health and local medical men. The twenty-nine doctors in Quebec and eighteen in Montreal did not serve the whole population, many of whom relied on self medication or the advice of the apothecaries. Medical men in Montreal would seize the opportunity presented by the epidemic to strike against the apothecaries when Robert Nelson, acting as a prosecuting member of the Board of Health, ordered apothecaries to stop selling medicine "for Cholera or otherwise" on the grounds that apothecaries' prescriptions had made some people, who were suffering only from fear, "really ill"."7 This action was widely criticized, one editor calling it "an act of unparalleled tyranny ... at a time when physicians cannot attend the half, we might believe, nay fifth of the sick in our city," while a correspondent pointed out that many people preferred the advice of an experienced druggist to that of a young fellow just out of school. First epidemic of Asiatic Cholera in Lower Canada, 1832 In Montreal, the Montreal General Hospital, which was closed to patients with infectious disease in normal times, barred cholera victims in 1832.27 Now, the Boards had to provide for patients barred from existing hospitals yet likely to be present in numbers that would overwhelm all existing hospital space. In mid-March the Quebec Board of Health recommended that Point Levi Hospital be closed down and the Emigrant Hospital, which was in the city, be taken over for cholera cases and enlarged with sheds in the yard and by hiring a house across the street which would hold sixty patients. They also recommended that the government be asked to provide tents for a hospital for the sick who would land at King's Wharf.28 The news that the Emigrant Hospital was to be used as a cholera hospital brought a petition of protest supported by nineteen double columns of signatures and Xs from the residents of St. John suburbs. These poor people protested against the presence of the Emigrant Hospital in their midst, as they had in the past, but now they said the situation was one hundredfold more serious. The board replied that a well-run hospital was less dangerous to public health than were the crowded houses of the very poor and tried to calm the local residents' fears. The fact that it assumed the people were fearful of smallpox now, as they had been in the past, was disingenuous to say the least.29 In Montreal, no efforts were made by any authority to prepare hospitals for cholera patients before the epidemic began.-"
Following the example of Britain, the authorities in Lower Canada put great emphasis on sanitary measures as a means of preventing the outbreak or spread of cholera. In March, the Quebec Board of Health began the work of cleaning up the city and again it laid down elaborate regulations, as it had for Grosse Isle, which, while ideal, were beyond the resources at its command. The city was divided into fourteen wards and a warden appointed for each, with two appointed for the Lower Town. It took a month to fill the positions.31 The fifteen Health Wardens were issued with ribbons and badges and given a sign to nail up outside their houses. They were required to list every house and apartment in their ward and to keep a list of residents. They were given the power to inspect private property and were required to visit every house in their ward three times a week and make daily reports to the Board. The wardens distributed medicine to the sick poor, cleared condemned buildings of squatters, rounded up pigs, and brought delinquents to the notice of the Board. The work was demanding, sometimes dangerous, and it paid five shillings a day. The fifteen men were soon overwhelmed by the work. 32 The health regulations that the wardens were required to enforce attempted to clear the city of accumulated filth within two weeks in the spring. 
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Geoffrey Bilson into the second week of May.3 Public inertia and open resistance to the sanitary regulations continued before and during the epidemic, sustained in part by the fact that it was difficult to prove any connexion between the standard filth of the communities and the new disease. In Montreal no effort was made to prepare the city although it was known that there was more sickness than usual with twice the number of fever cases in hospital in the winter of 1831-1832 than the winter before.34
The months of tension and preparation culminated in the opening of navigation on the St. Lawrence. Four hundred ships carrying twenty-five thousand emigrants had reached Quebec by the end of the first week of June. They were watched anxiously by the citizens, who were aware that Dr. F. X. Tessier, the Health Officer, was unable to inspect all the craft which reached the city. Late in May, a child who had been smuggled past Grosse Isle died in Quebec.35 Rumours began to circulate in the city early in June that Asiatic cholera victims were at the Emigrant Hospital. The rumours were correct, although the doctors were slow to grasp the fact.
III. THE EPIDEMIC IN QUEBEC AND MONTREAL
On 6 June, Dr. Joseph Morrin, the Health Commissioner, and T. A. Young, Secretary of the Board of Health, left Quebec for Grosse Isle to investigate reports of cholera at the station. The next day, the Board of Health read letters from the doctors at the island that passengers had been landed from the brig Carricks "under undoubted suspicion of the cholera morbus". On 8 June, Dr. Morrin reported that the Carricks' passengers were victims of an epidemic "in many particulars resembling Cholera" but that the "fever [was] in no particular different from many now under treatment in the Quebec Emigrant Hospital." Secretary Young issued a denial that there was cholera in the city."' The doctors were confused, no ship with a known cholera case had reached Quebec, the first case of the illness which resembled cholera was in a resident of the city, not an immigrant. Not until 9 June, according to Dr. Joseph M. Skey, the chief military medical officer in Lower Canada, did "the truth flash on our minds" when on a visit to the hospital he, Dr. Morrin and the other physicians found "several of the cases ... so far advanced in their progress that it was impossible not to decide upon the true nature of the disease on the very instant." No treatment helped these first victims and in less than a week one hundred and sixtyone people had died in Quebec.37
The same editions of the newspaper which carried Secretary Young's denial that there was cholera in the city carried the news that it had arrived amongst passengers of the Voyageur.38 That vessel had proceeded to Montreal where, on 9 June, most of the city's newspapers carried the report that Charles Vasseur had died, the first victim of cholera. Rumour 
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First epidemic of Asiatic Cholera in Lower Canada, 1832 intended to do. On 8 June, the Montreal Board of Health held its first meeting and it spent the first days of the epidemic organizing itself, leaving "everything with regard to the sanitary police ... in confusion and neglect."39 The Montreal Board never recovered from this early failure and it lost further prestige by issuing a denial that cholera was in the city. The citizens of the town, seeing an unusual number of burials performed in the afternoon without the benefit of church services, doubted the denial. Tension mounted in Montreal until, on 12 June, the Board confirmed that ninety-four cases had occurred in the city. When it failed to make an announcement on 13 June, people assumed that the Board had news too dreadful to publish. The Courant reported that "a panic of an almost indescribable nature seems to have taken hold of the whole body of citizens and to have deprived them of presence of mind to an extent exceeding anything of a similar nature which had ever been witnessed in Montreal."40
The explosive nature of the epidemic in both Quebec and Montreal stunned the people. In Quebec, the first cases were among the boarders at Roache's boarding house on Champlain Street, a house so filthy that it was described as a public nuisance. Three other cases occurred in the house within a day. Cases soon appeared all over town at St. Angel, Baude St., Pres de Vile, L'ance des Mers, Cul de Sac, St. George St., the St. John suburbs, and nearby at Point Levi.41 The death toll mounted rapidly into the seventies, nineties, and by 15 June to well over one hundred a day. It stayed at that level for a week before beginning to decline." In Montreal, the first cases were near the old market house but the next were half a mile away in the St. Lawrence suburbs. Great numbers of cases then occurred in unconnected parts of the suburbs, with few cases, at first, in the town or the streets near the river or among the emigrant crowds.4 In Montreal, the deaths soared to over one hundred on 17 June, one hundred and forty-nine on 19 June, and, after dropping below one hundred on 20 June, they continued at a rate ranging from ten to forty a day until late in the epidemic. As Lord Aylmer wrote, the city had been hit "with a degree of violence far surpassing anything that has occurred in Europe, and officers now serving here assert that even in India . .. the disease was never so rapidly fatal or so universal in its seizures as during the first few days of its prevelance in this place.""
The disease had struck with violence, the doctors had no success treating the victims, and the death toll threatened to depopulate the province. People tried to understand the disease, which seemed to fit no known pattern of contagion. The first victims all seemed to have lived in filth and squalor, which suggested a link between dirt and disease. 
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Geoffrey Bilson with its stagnant water "filled with all the elements of miasma (pestilential effluvia)" and the large number of vacant lots covered with rotting "animal and vegetable" matter.45 On the other hand, villages which were much neater and cleaner than Montreal, soon succumbed to the disease. Perhaps the explanation for the spread of the disease lay not so much with the physical conditions of the province as with the character of the people, and there were those who felt that the victims of the disease were found among those who exposed themselves to it by immoderate behaviour. Dr. Skey felt that there were many in Quebec "who from a combination of moral and physical causes, were just of the description likely to suffer the extreme violence of the disease."47 The Boards of Health urged moderation in eating and drinking as the key to survival.'8
The possible link between poor physical conditions and moral failings in explaining the pattern of the disease gave the more affluent citizens of the province some comfort while cholera ravaged the poor. When it began to attack their own kind the middle classes were greatly disturbed. The deaths of Louis Lagueux, a member of the provincial parliament, and of Judge Jean Thomas Taschereau made a great impact among those who had taken comfort from the anonymity of the first victims. How could one explain the deaths amongst those "less likely to suffer than one would have imagined."4' Perhaps it was due to the personal failings of the victims, but there was no pattern there-Judge Taschereau had been timid and anxious and had succumbed, but Lagueux had been resolute "boasting ... that people should stand it en grenadier. At midnight he was attacked and at seven this morning he was a corpse."50 Neither timidity nor resolution had any effect on the disease.
In the circumstances, it is not surprising that the first response to the disease was flight. Rich and poor fled the cities to escape the death toll that mounted every day. In Montreal, the editor of the Gazette appealed to the people to stay calm in an edition reduced to half a sheet "from many of those in our employ being absent during this period of alarm."5' Business slowed down as men shut their shops. Boatmen deserted the river from Quebec to Upper Canada forcing many of the steamboats that plied between Quebec and Montreal to be laid up, while the smaller sailing vessels were abandoned on the shore by their crews. It took some weeks to restore the river traffic and, when the crews could be won back, travel to Upper Canada was restricted as magistrates closed the river to vessels from Lower Canada.53 The habitants stopped coming to the towns and the supplies of fresh food declined and prices rose. This first panic eased after a couple of weeks when it became apparent that the disease was not going to depopulate the province and people came to terms with the fact that the epidemic was one more burden to carry and endure. Taverns First epidemic ofAsiatic Cholera In Lower Canada, 1832 The panic of these early weeks hit hard at the emigrants. Residents avoided them and barred their houses to them, forcing them to crowd together in those houses which would accept them, or to live on the streets. Travel on the river was halted and travel on land was made difficult by the attitude of the villages through which the emigrants had to pass.63 One fact made conditions easier than they might have been. The peak of the emigrant wave was reached in the week before cholera broke out, ten thousand emigrants arrived in Lower Canada in the week ending 9 June. For the next two weeks, while the panic was at its height, the numbers dropped below two thousand five hundred and the problem of dispersing them or accommodating them was much less acute. Agent Buchanan concentrated on forwarding the travellers from Quebec as quickly as he could although that meant that numbers of emigrants piled up at Montreal before the magistrates of Upper Canada could be persuaded to reopen the river."
The Boards of Health in both major cities had three essential tasks when the epidemic began. They had to house the emigrants, they had to increase the medical care available for the poor and they had to enforce the sanitary laws. In Quebec, the Board met the problem of housing emigrants both by maintaining the sheds which had been used in the past and by opening a tented camp on the Plains of Abraham. Using tents lent by the army, the Board opened the camp on 15 June and used it to house those named by the Quebec Emigrant Society. The camp also offered temporary accommodation to people who were turned out of their houses while they were being cleaned. Before it was closed down in October the camp sheltered hundreds, straining its facilities to breaking point but easing some of the pressure on the city. Geoffrey Bilson In Quebec, the situation was slightly better because of the preparatory work done by the Board. When the epidemic began the Board was able to send victims to the expanded Emigrant Hospital. A petition was soon organized, supported by thirteen pages of signatures, pleading for an end to the practice. The Quebec Mercury supported the protests, saying that the people were endangered and disheartened by the sight of the sick being carried through the town to the hospital and the dead being carried from it.60 The Board rented two buildings nearer the shore, despite protests from the neighbours and from the magistrates, and later opened a hospital in tents at St. John Suburb. Supervising physicians were appointed when the hospitals were established.61 In later years, there were direct physical assaults on buildings rented as cholera hospitals, but in this first epidemic protests were limited to petitions, editorials or occasional refusals to rent buildings to the Boards.
The Quebec Board of Health estimated that two out of three cases went to the hospitals, but that may have been an exaggeration. People resisted being taken to hospital or having their relatives sent there-one man's relatives refused to let him go to hospital "being able to pay"62 and the social stigma and implicit death sentence of being ordered to hospital stimulated resistance. Even so, the hospitals were swamped with patients in the first days of the epidemic and the results approached chaos. The Emigrant Hospital was so crowded and filthy that the doctors working there had to wear overshoes; the matron abused the staff and was said to rob the dead. Admissions were delayed as doctors sought permission from the Board.63 Dr. A. von Iffland, one of the supervising physicians, worked for the first two weeks without removing his boots and "when he did, the flesh adhered to the sole leather." When after the first weeks, some order was imposed the hospitals continued to have great difficulties as the nurses would leave even when by doing so they forfeited their pay.64
The Boards had to provide medical aid for those poor who did not go to hospital. In both cities, they gave medicines to the Health Wardens "to distribute to the poorer classes."65 In both Quebec and Montreal depots marked by a yellow flag were set up with medical supplies for the poor." The Resident Physicians appointed by the Board were expected to provide help but they were overworked and sometimes careless, and the Quebec Board once reprimanded Dr. William Hall, a resident physician, for refusing to call at 11.00 p.m., and reminded all doctors that they were "bound to visit without delay all patients labouring under cholera when reported to them ....117 Some doctors helped the poor, some were reluctantly forced into helping them, like Dr. Drolet of St. Roche, Quebec, who claimed that his own practice was being hurt because of the flood of poor patients in the early days of the epidemic. He 
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First epidemic of Asiatic Cholera in Lower Canada, 1832 indemnity, but the Board had no money for indemnities and had to ask Drolet to "continue to give your charitable assistance to the poor." There is no record of Drolet's response.68
The bulk of the poor must have gone without help from professional physicians, who had little enough to offer them but a brutal regimen of bleeding, mercury, and opium at prices ranging up to £5 a visit.69 The apothecary, self-help, and the care of friends and neighbours were the resources for most people. In Quebec, the residents of St. Roche petitioned the Board asking for a reward for Jacques Hamel, a blacksmith who abandoned his shop in order to go all over the city to help the poor and the workers.70 The clergy, too, laboured among the poor, closing down the Seminary to free the teachers for pastoral work. Most famous of all the helpers of the poor was Stephen Ayres "the cholera doctor," who appeared in Montreal late in June. Leading a couple of thin horses and dressed in an old shabby hat, a blanket coat, and sporting a long black beard and long hair, he moved about the city treating victims with a medicine of lard, charcoal, and maple syrup, and ordering massage for the cramps. He took no money and quickly won a reputation as "a Saint, sent to save them in their dreadful time . . .".71 He was soon being followed about town by crowds of hundreds as he went In Quebec a public committee was formed late in August to supply voluntary wardens to help the Board's appointees. Within three days, nearly two hundred wardens had been named to serve, and on 1 September a further group were named. The volunteers worked alongside the paid wardens and were also expected to report any failings of those men to the Board. The volunteer wardens reported some nuisances but the later organization of the movement meant that it was less important in Quebec than it was in Montreal.90 In both cities, volunteer efforts played the major part in coping with the great human distress of the epidemic and especially in providing for the widows and orphans left by the cholera. The number of these was so great that it overloaded the resources of the church bodies such as the Grey Nuns and the Seminary in Montreal which traditionally supported these unfortunates.'1 In July, there were one hundred and eighty-eight widows, eleven widowers, and First epidemic of Asiatic Cholera in Lower Canada, 1832 three hundred and forty-eight children being cared for in Quebec, while in the winter, the Montreal Society was still supporting forty-one widows and over two hundred children, despite its efforts to place them in private homes.92
IV. THE EPIDEMIC OUTSIDE QUEBEC AND MONTREAL
The cholera epidemic was not confined to the major centres of the province. The pattern of traffic and the dispersal of immigrants almost guaranteed that cholera would spread along the river settlements. The fact that cholera might occur outside the cities was recognized by the provision for subordinate Boards of Health to be appointed when they were needed. The first communities to suffer were those that served as staging posts for the emigrant traffic. Shortly after, communities linked by trade or by land routes to the riverside settlements began to suffer and by the end of the epidemic the disease had been seen in most parts of the province. The panic which drove hundreds out of the cities helped to spread the disease and some rural communities tried to protect themselves by barring the entry of strangers or the return of residents who had travelled to Quebec or Montreal.98 The citizens of Three Rivers set up a Board of Health on first hearing of the outbreak and closed the town to most river traffic. Vessels visiting Three Rivers had to anchor in the stream, be inspected by the local Health Officers, and land passengers only for the town. The quays were fenced off and residents barred from them. The precautions were expensive but were widely believed to have saved Three Rivers from the disease. The government objected to the expenditure on the grounds that it was greater than justified in the absence of disease.4 Despite its precautions, Three Rivers did have a cholera epidemic with thiry-two cases and sixteen deaths between 13 June and 10 July. 95 Anticipating First epidemic ofAsiatic Cholera in Lower Canada, 1832 the epidemic led to a long wrangle over the money bill and Parliament failed to renew the Quarantine Act for 1833. Public petitions in Montreal criticized the Executive for failing to protect the people from the epidemic by regulating the emigrant traffic-a charge which administration supporters dismissed as that of anti-British factions "blinded by the madness of the party."107 V. CONCLUSION Cholera was a disease which encouraged international co-operation by health authorities in the nineteenth century. The first efforts to reach agreement on the nature of the disease and the best means of controlling it were unsuccessful because local needs made different theories about the disease more or less attractive in different countries. Even within a given country, as Asa Briggs has pointed out, responses to an epidemic of cholera varied according to local circumstances.108 In 1832, Lower Canada responded in its own way to the cholera and within its borders some communities responded more successfully than others.
Canadian doctors and laymen were as confused by the disease as were those everywhere, but they were as well informed about it as any people. and it is impossible to reconstruct for this epidemic the elaborate demographic analyses which the statistics yielded for France and England."'1 Contemporaries were aware that some parts of the cities were harder hit than were others and that the poor were the greatest sufferers, but they could not refine that perception into any more precise analysis by occupation, age, or sex. In their explanation of the disease, Canadians noted its impact on the poor but that tended to confirm their suspicions that moral failings had some influence in predisposing victims to cholera. One pattern that was recognized was that the disease showed an increase in cases on Mondays, and Canadians, like their French contemporaries, ascribed that to the weekend debauches of the poor. Canadian doctors advised against excess in diet and behaviour and recommended that people stay calm, keep clean, keep their feet dry, and stay warm.
The advice, for most people, was useless and the doctors were seen to be divided and helpless. In the United States, loss of confidence in the profession helped to make Thomsonianism popular by undermining the doctors' claim to special knowledge. In Europe, the profession faced more dangerous challenges as the people rioted against the doctors out of fear of premature burial or fear that the victims were being used for dissection. Where social or political tensions were very high, doctors were attacked as agents of the government sent amongst the people to kill them, not cure them.'12 The doctors in Lower Canada faced some hostility but no violence. There were some accusations, late in the epidemic, and in the years which followed, that cholera had been introduced to kill the French Canadians, but those accusations were directed against the British government and the emigrant traffic and there was no need to accuse the doctors ofmoving among a healthy population to poison them."13 The Canadian medical profession was not well established and its claims to privilege were not of long standing. The number of applicants for positions with the Boards of Health at fifteen shillings a day suggested that many doctors were in financial trouble. As a profession, medical men were divided on racial, political, and linguistic lines and could unite only with difficulty. The Canadian people, in 1832, took a line closer to that of Americans than that of Europeans by ignoring the doctors rather than attacking them and by turning to their neighbours or, in Montreal, to Stephen Ayres, for help.
The government of Lower Canada had the power to impose a rigorous quarantine. The decision to do so was not popular but the merchants could not prevent it nor effectively protest against the Quebec Board of Health's decision to intensify the quarantine in July 1832. Despite their influence, the mercantile community could not deny the presence of the disease in the city as had the local rulers of Sunderland First epidemic of Asiatic Cholera in Lower Canada, 1832 in the previous autumn.114 Smaller communities, such as Three Rivers, and the villages along the Craig's Road which many emigrants followed to the U.S.A., set up their own quarantine. The local governments of Upper Canada blocked travel into the province and caused delays and difficulties for the travellers held up in Montreal. None of these quarantines prevented the spread of the disease along welltravelled routes. When the disease struck, people fled the cities and the emigrant agents hurried new arrivals on their way as quickly as possible. Given the high state of political tension in Lower Canada it was fortunate that this was so. On Grosse Isle, where the emigrants were kept under the watch of the army, there were daily scenes of disorder and crime among the unfortunates packing its limited space. In later years, the commandant would ask for the powers of a magistrate in order to deal summarily with disorder. The cities of Lower Canada had neither the desire, nor the force, to establish effective blockades against infected localities. They were therefore spared the Russian experience, where the worst disorders took place when the quarantine against residents of a town was most strictly enforced.115 Flight not only reduced the concentration of population but helped to reduce the tension in a community.
The government of Lower Canada lacked the machinery to gather statistics because it lacked the machinery to enforce regulations. In France and in Russia, by contrast, the bureaucracy bore heavily on the people. Briggs has suggested that of all the social irritants producing violent reactions to cholera epidemics in some places in Europe "the most powerful . .. was the fear of bureaucracy."11' The government of Lower Canada had the potential to create problems, as its insistence on following the regular channels of the law in prosecuting cases showed. When local Boards of Health, in the face of the emergency, tried to prosecute those who broke sanitary laws, the Governor-General insisted that they do so in the regular way. The normal pattern could not be changed. Had the same inflexibility been applied by an elaborate structure of local government to an extensive code of regulations, Lower Canada might have witnessed scenes such as those which occurred in some European countries. It can be suggested that the feebleness of government spared Lower Canada from more difficulties than she had to face in 1832.
The troubles of 1832 took a largely political form through protest meetings and resolutions, and against that background the mildness of the response to cholera regulations is striking. It is clear that there was widespread resentment of the regulations which were invoked. That resentment could build into open hostility as it did at St. Eustache. On the other hand, complaints against the location of cholera hospitals were restrained. Petitions were used in 1832 to protest against cholera hospitals, the torch would be used in the future. A steady pattern of inertia and defiance is visible in the response of common people to the sanitary regulations ofthe Boards of Health. They lacked the money or the materials to improve their living standards, they feared the hospitals and they felt themselves abused by a system which allowed a carter to decide whether a poor man was alive or dead. A more 114N . Longmate The provincial government passed on the responsibility for fighting cholera to local bodies supported by the public funds. The local responses varied greatly. Quebec was prepared to meet the epidemic, Montreal was unprepared. Some subordinate boards were vigorous and willing to enforce regulations but the epidemic exposed the inefficiencies of local governments and the unmet needs of the cities and towns. It did not immediately provoke reforms. When the Boards of Health failed, volunteer organizations took up the work and their actions hint at the class divisions of the communities. While there was not the assault on the lower-class parts of the towns which marked the response of Paris to the epidemic, there were brutalities and officiousness in enforcing sanitary laws. Cholera revealed poverty and the appalling living standards of many of the poor, if not for the first time then certainly in a most dramatic way, to the middle classes of the cities. It did not change their attitudes toward the poor. The church emerged with credit from the epidemic. It enjoyed wide popular support and, unlike the United States, there were no protests against a public declaration of a day of humiliation. The work of the priests and nuns was widely approved but their efforts had to be supplemented by secular charity in the face of the great disaster. The relief of widows and orphans was marked in Montreal, as in Exeter, by a vigilance against the undeserving poor. The voluntary action to meet the needs revealed and created by the epidemic had limits both of will and of finance. It could not solve the problems which local government had neglected.
1832 was a year of political crisis for Lower Canada and that crisis saw a division of the French politicians which led to the triumph of radicals over moderate opinion and set the colony on the path toward open rebellion.117 No direct link can be demonstrated between political events which had their roots in long-standing divisions in the province, and the epidemic of 1832, but it would be perverse to deny that the tensions produced by cholera affected the population. The death toll was high, by conservative count Lower Canada lost almost as many people as Glasgow, from a population about half that city's size."8 The demographic impact of the disease was reduced by the fact that many of the deaths took place amongst emigrants who did not plan to settle in Lower Canada. The fact of death in unknown numbers was part of the experience of all Canadians in 1832 and to some the presence of the disease was a consequence of British policies. The estimates of the death toll grew higher as the estimators grew more estranged from the government. The shortcomings of government remained, even if they spared Lower Canada from the disorders that more heavily bureaucratic countries faced. The epidemic contributed to the psychological, social and political strains of the community and when cholera returned in 1834 it would be met with harsher criticisms of government, stronger accusations and more violent responses from a society closer to revolution. 
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First epidemic of Asiatic Cholera in Lower Canada, 1832 Provincial and local government efforts to provide hospitals and enforce public health regulations were erratic. Large numbers of emigrants strained the resources of the province and helped to spread the disease along the river system and overland to almost all parts of Lower Canada. The first responses to the epidemic were panic, flight, and avoidance of emigrants. After two weeks the panic subsided and people began to come to terms with the epidemic which lasted until autumn, killing approximately 8000 people. Canadian doctors shared the bewilderment of European and United States doctors over the nature of the disease and its cure. They employed all therapies tried elsewhere. Public confidence in the profession dropped but doctors were not assaulted as they were in places in Europe. Voluntary action was needed to supplement government action in most communities. Cholera contributed to the tensions of a year marked by ethnic and political division but those tensions did not reach the heights that they did in France or in Russia, partly because the bureaucracy of government in Lower Canada was rudimentary.
